The BBC’s handling of historic sex abuse
How four differing cases expose poor BBC governance

‘“A serial rapist and a predatory sexual abuser both hid in plain sight at the
BBC for decades… The BBC failed you when it should have protected you. I
am deeply sorry for the hurt caused… It seems to me that the BBC could
have known. Just as powerful as the accusation “You knew”, is the
legitimate question: “How could you not have known?”’
Director General of the BBC, responding to the Dame Janet Smith enquiry. (Hall, 2016)

Jimmy Savile was one of the BBC’s biggest celebrity broadcasters from the 1960s to 1990s.
Starting as the original presenter of Top of the Pops, his career reached its apogee with his
primetime BBC1 show Jim’ll Fix It, which ran weekly for 3 months each year between 1975
to 1994, attracting up to 20m viewers. He was the “nation’s favourite uncle” (Hall, 2016), as
he realised the dreams of 1,324 children on-screen (Tinniswood, 2017). He also raised over
£40m for charities (Telegraph, 2011), earning him a knighthood.
However, the Dame Janet Smith’s Independent Enquiry into Child Sexual Abuse
(2016) concluded that he had raped at least 8 people and abused 64 others on BBC
premises, including 37 under the age of 16. Including his charitable [sic] work in hospitals
and schools, an estimated 450 victims were uncovered by the police’s Operation Yew Tree
(NSPCC, 2013), making him one the UK’s most notorious sex offenders.
The BBC and other organisations had evidence to prevent it at the time, and when
allegations began stacking up in later years, he was given apparent VIP immunity (Smith,
2016). Even after he died in 2011, the BBC shelved a Newsnight investigative report on
sexual allegations (ibid.) in favour of a tribute show. Thus, the epochal broadcast that
instigated Operation Yew Tree was broadcast by ITV: BBC’s arch-rival (The Other Side of
Jimmy Savile, 2012).
Whilst there was an obvious historic failure of corporate governance (Smith,
2016 and NSPCC, 2013), the BBC’s handling of the revelations and aftermath was also
poor. Discussion of four other cases (Lord McAlpine, Paul Gambaccini, Cliff Richard and
Mike Brewer) are used to suggest how BBC governance failed both the public and
employees through scapegoating, “flypapering” (Gambaccini, 2015) and being inconsistent
in judgment.
This essay examines the BBC’s failures, and seeks to understand how better
corporate governance could have better served its stakeholders.

The BBC
Established in 1922, the BBC is both the world’s oldest and largest national
broadcasting organisation, directly employing over 18,920, and with a budget of £4bn
for public sector broadcasting (BBC, 2016).
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It is established by Royal Charter, meaning that although notionally an
organisation of the state, it is run at arms-length from the government. The extent to
which it permeates the British consciousness is vast. Bradley (2006, p. 46) identifies the
Monarchy and the BBC as two of the most important spiritual identifiers of
“Britishness”. It is not just a broadcasting platform for content, but also the UK’s most
extensive news provider: a clear conflict on interests when reporting on stories about
itself. “Too big to fail” is a term that usually refers to financial organisations (Dudley,
2016), however I argue that this term could equally apply to the BBC. Just as with banks
bailed out in the 2008 financial crisis, being too big to fail contributes to weak
governance, because the risks of mismanagement creating an existential crisis are much
less for the board.
Given that the BBC dominates the UK’s TV and radio broadcasting, its direct
stakeholders can be assumed to be the entire British population (and beyond through
its international exports): both directly, and through the instrument of the state.
The present board (“BBC Trust”), established by the Labour government in 2007,
set both corporate strategy, but also acts as its own regulator. This clear conflict of
interests has been rectified by the impending replacement on 3rd April 2017 by a new
Unitary Board, with regulation provided by OFCOM.
The BBC is primarily a non-profit organisation (though it does have a for-profit
arm, BBC Worldwide, which sells output to other countries). Who are its stakeholders
then? Although the corporation is funded through the licence fee, which requires the
95% of households with a television set to purchase one (TVLicensing, 2017), its
activities also include the country’s most popular radio stations and news websites.
Thus, its primary stakeholders are the entire UK population, both directly, and
indirectly by the corporation being an instrument of the government. Its other
stakeholders include its direct employees, contractors, the rest of the broadcasting
landscape (in which its position varies from majority to monopoly).
As such, good corporate governance is about ensuring that:
• The management makes effective use of its resources to deliver the best
broadcasting on behalf of its stakeholders
• The highest ethical standards are upheld both in output, and in
organisational behaviour
It is this latter category that this essay examines.

Historic Failures of Corporate Governance at the BBC
Managing creative people presents great challenges (Chamorro-Premuzic, 2013),
requiring balance a balance to be made between nurturing creativity, and keeping it within
safe boundaries. Through its near monopolistic state in broadcasting, Savile’s career could
only have reached such heights within the BBC. The BBC made him the celebrity he became,
and thus should have had a duty of care to ensure that his cultivated camouflage of
eccentric personality (The Telegraph, 2011) was subject to checks and balances. As Smith
(2016) revealed however, the internal culture meant that blind eyes were turned in the
presence of “VIPs”. The culture of celebrity overrode common sense. Smith identified the
following cultures:
• not complaining (because it would affect career prospects)
• not complaining about the talent (= celebrities)
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•
•
•
•

lack of any suitable route for the making of complaints
organisational silos
macho culture
lack of co-ordinated approach to investigating complaints

2017 Britain treats sexual assault far more seriously than it did during the 1970s-1990s. BBC
governance cannot be held responsible for the era’s lax attitudes; however, the board were
responsible for perpetuating a system that discouraged individuals to whistleblow where
they discovered wrong-doing. In the case of Savile, there were countless episodes at which
he could have been stopped, but wasn’t, because the culture worked against this.
Corporate ethics within a three-level hierarchy (Stiles, 2017), whereby systemic and
corporate ethics affect individual behaviour.
Thus, governance failed here on all three levels:
• Individual: the collective responsibility of BBC employees failed to give a duty of
care to young people on BBC premises. This was caused by:
• Corporate: the organisation failed through perpetuating the problematic cultures
noted above. This was caused by:
• Systemic: Savile perpetrated across differing sectors: the BBC, hospitals,
mortuaries, schools and care homes. Yet, the system failed young people in
every case. Analysing through the lens of the Establishment hegemony (Fairlie,
1955), the matrix of power protected the powerful and wealthy. This is a
variation on the Class theory of corporate governance.

Corporate

Systematic

Ethics direction through organisation

Individual

Figure 1 Ethics travelling through an organisation

As such, where governance should have been deontological and taken a
maternal/paternalistic approach to celebrity culture, it took a culturally-relativistic and
utilitarian approach instead. In this context, the once familiar term Auntie Beeb seems
an oxymoron.
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It might be deduced that the size of the BBC, and thus remoteness of employees
from board, was a factor in the scandal. However, this should be no defence. The larger the
organisation, the greater the need for good corporate governance, and the bigger the failing
it represents if the wrong culture exists. Groupthink infected much of the BBC, through
which it is easy to see how a treasured British institution can also be a “lumbering, out-ofcontrol behemoth” (Mosey, 2015).

Timeline of the Savile story
2011
29th Oct
31st Oct
2nd Dec
9th Dec
26th Dec

Savile dies
BBC1 Controller proposes a Jim’ll Fix It prime-time special at Christmas
Newsnight Producer proposes an investigation into Savile allegations
Director of Vision, George Entwistle, and Director of News, Helen Boden
discuss the conflict between the two programmes
Newsnight report shelved
Jim’ll Fix It show broadcast

2012
17th Sept
3rd Oct
22nd Oct

Entwistle promoted to new BBC Director General
ITV broadcast Exposure: The Dark Side of Jimmy Savile (2012)
BBC Panorama broadcasts its investigation into the BBC’s handling of Savile
allegations Jimmy Savile: what the BBC knew (2012)
2nd Nov
Newsnight broadcasts paedophile allegations against a senior Conservative
politician, despite C4 broadcasting denials from the accused
10th Nov
George Entwistle resigns as Director General 12 hours after a Today
interview in which he said he was not aware of:
• the allegations before the BBC broadcast them, or
• the witness’s admission that he might have mistaken the identity
15th Nov
BBC agrees to pay £185k in damages to the senior politician without even
going to court
(Sabbagh & Deans, 2012 and Guardian, 2013)

BBC Governance reaction to the scandal
Jimmy Savile
A key difficulty in the BBC’s reaction to the Savile allegations was that whilst it was the
centre of the allegations, it was also a producer of investigative news content, and a
producer of light entertainment. This was a clear conflict of interest: a fact made even
more important because of its dominant role in the media marketplace.
Although each department acted in editorial silos (Smith, 2016), there was a
clear advantage for the organisation to develop a common policy to controversial
attitudes. Thus, the following decision was discussed by the Head of News and the Head
of Vision on 2nd December. Should:
• BBC2 broadcast its Newsnight investigations into the Savile allegations? or
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•

BBC1 broadcast its planned tribute to Savile’s legacy with a Boxing Day Jim’ll Fix
It special with Shane Ritchie?

With its primetime channel and broadcast slot, the latter would be expected to gain a
much bigger audience; it had already been advertised too, whereas the Newsnight
allegations were still secret and involved activities 40 years ago.
In a process not entirely transparent, the BBC decided to shelve the Newsnight
allegations, tell the journalist to conclude his investigations (ibid.), and proceed with
the Jim’ll Fix It tribute special.
With the allegations becoming increasingly known about, the idea was snapped
up by ITV, who produced Exposure: The Dark Side of Jimmy Savile (2012). The narrative
across the media now was not just that the BBC had let the abuse take place, but had
then effectively instigated a cover up (Goodman & González, 2012). The ITV
documentary was the tipping point of the zeitgeist, and led directly to the police setting
up Operation Yew Tree, to investigate.
By the BBC not broadcasting the Savile exposé, I argue that it unintentionally
outsourced its corporate governance to ITV. This is not as surprising at it seems. Rivalry
between media organisations means that they often comment on the BBC, often
leading to correcting weak governance issues. For example, pressure to cap excessive
salaries and expenses was exerted externally by competitors such as the Daily Mail e.g.
(Rushton, 2015) and (Evening Standard, 2008). The left-wing Guardian may attack the
BBC’s right-wing attackers for their commercial agenda (Martinson, 2015), but I argue
that without their frequent attacks on the BBC, weak governance of the BBC would go
unchecked.

Lord McAlpine
With the BBC in crisis mode towards the end of 2012, a new set of mistakes were made.
Newsnight broadcast sexual allegations against senior British politician Lord McAlpine,
despite him having denied the allegations. The story very quickly unravelled as due
journalistic diligence hadn’t been done: the witness admitted that he may have
mistaken the identity of the perpetrator. The BBC quickly accepted liability, and paid
£185,000 in damages 2 weeks later. Furthermore, when the Director General was
interviewed on the matter on the Today programme (the same one who as Head of
Vision had discussed the Savile tribute vs expose), he confessed to not knowing of the
allegations before broadcast, or even much of the story’s detail, and resigned within 12
hours.
The failure here was one of going into panic mode in an attempt to look in
control of the news agenda. Journalistic standards had slipped, and the organisation
looked rudderless because the DG wasn’t aware of what his organisation was up to on a
story of potential seismic importance for the political elite.

Mike Brewer
In August 2011 (2 months before Savile’s death), one of the country’s leading choral
directors, Mike Brewer (founder of the National Youth Choir) was arrested on
allegations of sexual abuse. The events were alleged to have taken place in the late
1970’s, when he was Music Director at Chetham’s specialist music school.
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The story gained traction in the run-up to his trial in February 2013, as it
coincided with the Savile scandal breaking (Tozer, 2012), with the Daily Mail making every
effort to title him a “BBC conductor”. Savile was a true product of the BBC, but Brewer
wasn’t: his only big BBC contract had been a starring role in Last Choir Standing in 2008.
However, the BBC went into panic mode again, and prevented the Radio 3 broadcast
of anything that included him for the duration of the trial and any subsequent imprisonment
(Wright, 2012). This is a stance full of inconsistency. The BBC has never banned the music of
people whose views and actions we now consider inappropriate, Richard Wagner, for
example. Arguably the UK’s most important 20th century composer Benjamin Britten, has
also had many allegations of an inappropriate nature with children (Bridcut, 2011) since his
death.
The inconsistency with Brewer’s treatment is compounded by the fact that Brewer’s
only BBC recordings were with the National Youth Choir, an organisation in which no
allegations had been placed against him. In effect, generations of young people were
banned from the airwaves because they were conducted by someone who had allegations
against him in a previous job.
When the author of this essay challenged the BBC Trust on this matter, they replied
that “the Trust’s role is distinct from that of the BBC’s management… responsibility for which
rests with the BBC’s management and ultimately the Director-General as Editor-in-Chief. It
would therefore be inappropriate for the Trustees to comment on editorial decisions.”
(Hamer, 2013). Their response suggests that the board did not want to get involved with
monitoring editorial policy: a stance that demonstrated little leadership given the Savile
events of this period.
Brewer was found guilty, and sentenced to jail for 6 years. Better governance of the
situation would be to say that National Youth Choir recordings could be broadcast, without
mentioning his name as conductor. That way, the young people wouldn’t be punished for
the previous wrongdoing of their leader.

Paul Gambaccini
Gambaccini may not have had the celebrity status as Savile, but his work had the rare
distinction of spanning Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4, and BBC1, 2 and 4. In November 2013, he
was arrested as part of Operation Yew Tree (Gambaccini, 2015), the subject of
allegations dating from the 1970s by a sole accuser. Gambaccini was immediately
suspended from the BBC without pay, but was then hung out like “flypaper” for 18
months for others to raise allegations. His earnings dropped to zero, and was banned
from BBC premises, being offered no pastoral help from the BBC. Despite Operation
Yew Tree giving frequent media briefings to encourage others to come forward with
evidence against him, none was ever received. Eventually, the case was dropped, with
the CPS suggesting that there was less than a 2% chance of a conviction because the
sole accuser was known to have a history of unproven allegations against others. That
Gambaccini felt let down by “flypaper” the justice system in this case is not surprising,
particularly as it cost him his career, his salary and substantial legal fees. However, he
also felt let down by the BBC, because he was given no support by his employer.
In this instance, the failure of governance was the duty of care to its employees.
Whilst clearly it wasn’t in the BBC’s interests to have him on air after his arrest, due to
the sensitivities around the Savile case, an organisation must treat its staff with
presumption of innocence until proven guilty. Better governance in this instance might
6

have led to him being suspended on full pay, and being given emotional support during
his ordeal.

Cliff Richard

On 14th August 2014, Operation Yew Tree searched the UK home of Richard in his
absence, in response to a single allegation dating back to 1985. What was remarkable
about the incident was that the BBC chose to charter a helicopter to give aerial footage
of the search: an act that demonstrated collusion between the police and the BBC (BBC
News, 2014), which later forced the BBC to apologise for its actions. With the
investigations into Richards now dropped, he is suing both the BBC and the police (BBC
News, 2016).
The failure of governance here was an ethical one in how news footage is
obtained. Tip offs by the police are a common part of media coverage of events,
however the proportionality here seems to have been driven by sensationalism rather
than actuality. Because of the BBC’s disproportionate response, its chartering of the
helicopter became the story across the media for several weeks after (e.g. Hope, 2014).

Conclusion
The above cases show how conflicts of interest within an organisation that is its own
regulator produce failures of corporate governance, particularly of ethics. This was
compounded by uncertain chains of accountability, and a culture in which
whistleblowing was discouraged. Whilst the appointment of the new BBC Unitary Board
on 3rd April 2017, with external regulation by OFCOM, will provide more transparency, I
argue that the only solution to conflicts of interest is more radical. Only through total
separation of the BBC’s activities of both platform and content could conflicts of
interest be avoided. Then News would have no problems on reporting on
Entertainment.
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